The Serengeti offers these majestic and, in some cases, threatened mammals a protected swath of savannah, or grassland, along with rivers, rocks, and woodlands. Zebras and impalas, among other grazers, migrate across the Serengeti in huge herds, following a circular route of some 700 miles a year. As grasses are consumed, the great herds move on, until another rainy season replenishes the grasses for the next year’s long trek. The grazers, in turn, provide food for the predators: lions and other great cats, hyenas, and wild dogs. At the pinnacle of the food chain, lions live by shifting the animals out of the way. Clear a path for your Safari Rover to exit to camp? Your Mission:

The animals featured in Safari Rush Hour® are among the most well-known inhabitants of East African grasslands, where a huge conservation area called Serengeti National Park has been set aside in Tanzania. Neighboring refuges in Kenya and Tanzania further extend the conservation zone.

Holy Serengeti! You’re on safari in Africa surrounded by animals. Can you find the path out of the jungle and make it back to camp? Your Gear:

- 1 Game-Go Bag
- 1 Game Grid
- 2 Elephant Game Tokens
- 2 Lion Game Tokens
- 2 Rhinoceros Game Tokens
- 2 Termite Mound Game Tokens
- 10 Challenge Cards

The Setup:

Select a Challenge Card and place the tokens on the Game Grid to match the illustration. Only the Safari Rover can travel through the exit gate. Game Token Movement:

Game pieces move forward and reverse. THE EXCEPTIONS are the three large square pieces. Both the Rover and the two Termite Mounds can travel up, down, right, and left.

Solution Key:

L=Left, R=Right
U-Up, D-Down

Solutions:

Each Challenge Card displays a solution on the back. Each Game Token is assigned a letter (see the card included marked “Color Code”). The necessary moves to solve the challenge are listed in sequence. For example, CLS means the Zebra piece moves left five spaces. The square game pieces (Safari Rover and Termite Mounds) can combine up, down, right, and left moves. For example XR/one.lfU/two.lfR/five.lf means the Safari Rover moves right one space, up two spaces, and right five spaces.

What’s Great About Grid Games

The original Rush Hour®—themed with cars and trucks, and Safari Rush Hour® are great games that develop strategic thinking and sequential planning skills. Both games offer a different level of challenge and game play—and they’re fun for the whole family!

Your Mission:

Clear a path for your Safari Rover to exit by shifting the animals out of the way.

• 1 Green Safari Rover
• 3 Elephants
• 2 Rhinos
• 4 Herds of Impalas
• 2 Lions
• 3 Lionesses
• 2 Zebras
• 2 Termite Mounds
• Game Grid
• 10 Challenge Cards with Solutions (Beginner to Expert)
• Game-Go Bag
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